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A few weeks ago I finished an interview for an MBA consulting internship and wanted to capture some of my thoughts while they were still fresh. There are a lot of good resources for interviewing the case available, but most of the really great advice I got for behavioral interviews was from personal connections. Below is my overview of the
tips to succeed in the process. This should be thorough, and reflects my experience through 20 interviews. However, this is probably not exhaustive and I welcome any additions or comments you may provide. I'll add sections or develop as needed. Acing the betting table case; a lot of people will do it. If you don't show some amazing
creativity, things are unlikely to be different in the round of decision-making. Also, in a combo fit/case interview, the behavioral part is usually the first. If you make a good impression and develop an understanding here, the interviewer is much more likely to help you during the case. If they decide in the first 5 minutes that you seem to be
smart, that little arithmetic error during the case can be considered an accident, rather than indicative of underlying analytical weakness. Finally, the fit assessment continues through the case. Don't turn off your conversational ability and charm just because it starts. You should approach fit/behavioral training with the same accuracy that
you do case training. Either dedicate some full sessions with case preparatory partners to work on behavioral questions or (my preferences) ask each other 2 fit questions before each case, and be brutally honest with feedback. Background / Summary Of The Step-By - Dial-in Cohesive 90 Second Summary Step-By Guide, which focuses
on positive motivating factors for each transition (school to work, work for a better job, last job in graduate school). For example, I went to school to design cars, but after one internship I realized that I enjoy interacting with clients directly and pursued full-time roles with sales bent. In this role, I am developing solid sales skills as well as
getting exposure, b, and c. I would continue honing these and affiliate to focus on x, y, and z. I was looking for a new role/promotion that provided this opportunity... Be deliberate. Every step you have taken should have a reason (preferably that you initiated). Don't be negative. Don't ever say you left because you were bored or wanted to
try something new. Key questions - Why do you want to do counseling? Why this firm? Why are you good at fit? Tailor these answers to each firm and practice the hell out of them. Desirable traits - It's not hard to figure out the questions you'll be asking. They usually take the form of Tell me about the time when ... You dealing with a
difficult client/ you led the team/you convinced someone/ you were a good teammate/ you didn't/you faced a difficult situation. The trick here is to answer the right question. So many people get dinged because they try to adapt the leadership story to a team issue or a story of weakness to the failure of one. Ideally, you you come up with 6-
8 stories that cover 30-40 major issues, with only small changes. I don't know. For each potential question, map out the story using the SOAR structure. Describe the situation (10-15 seconds), Obstacle (10-15), Action (60-75s), and result (15-30s). Stories for these questions should be 1.5-2 minutes and focus only on what is important. Be
specific - Even if the interviewer asks you to describe your style guide or for you to top 2 strengths, you should hear tell us about the time when... and answer with a real example. I was doing it, and I was putting it up when I was facing this situation, which was difficult because of things, so I did some other things and it worked like this...
and I found out the next time. Delivery - I said you should practice a summary of step-by-step guidance and your SOAR stories to the point of having them remembered, right? Well, don't spout them like canned response or let your eyes light up with this one, I know the answer to that look. Stories should sound like they are thoughtful and
come very naturally as you tell them to a colleague at happy hour. If you don't use pretentious language in a normal conversation, don't do it here. Draw the interviewer in; they should have follow-up questions not because you story is not clear, but because they want to know more. The questions - At the end of the interview (usually), they
will ask if you have one for them. Don't say no, and if you've been networking for 3 months, don't ask about things you already know or should know (frame model, industry mix for that office, model travel, training, etc.). If you have real issues that need clarification, go for it. Also, consider your audience. The timing or logistics of the next
round should probably be addressed to the recruitment coordinator, not the interviewer. I like to talk to me about what you're working on right now. If it's interesting, you can easily fill in 5-10 minutes just to talk about your current or favorite project. It's also a good place to show your knowledge that the pharmaceutical industry is
consolidating because of firms having to make big bets on NIODRA (I did it) or what you read in the latest WSJ or Economist. Final thoughts - Every interaction matters. If firm consultants are greeting candidates in a campus interview suite or in a conference room, don't blow them up because you're so focused on your real interviewer.
These people provide feedback too. A firm handshake, a confident introduction, a lively conversation. It's not hard; they're not there to fry you. Don't be a potato. Last but not least, send a follow-up email on the same day to thank the interviewer for his time. I hope it helps. Feel free to ask about everything I don't cover. Finance and
Interview courses, video library and company database More information below Interview Courses include: Technical Interview Course Behavioral Interview Course Network Course Hedge Fund Interview Interview Advising Interview Course Prop Trade Course and more... WSO Video Library Key tips to approach tough questions,
including recorded mock interviews and detailed video funding from Wall Street practitioners and business school professors 80 entries include time stamping questions and content, so you can choose specific sections relevant to you Investment Banking, Sales and Trading, Corporate Finance, Private Equity, Hedge Funds, Management
Consulting and more WSO Company Data Covers 5000 Firms Corporate finance, private capital, management consulting firms, hedge funds, and Peer Asset Management reported payroll data includes minimum, maximum, middle and middle base salaries and cash position bonuses, as well as examples of questions asked at interviews
by Fast Tips to Register on Wall Street Oasis If you encounter a technical problem access to this database, please let us know. Proper use of GBL databases To properly use licensed databases for clients' projects related to the course, directed research, field research and thematic contests. Have a question? Send us a message at Ask
a Librarian. Example answer: I would like to see a statement on cash flow so I can see the actual liquidity situation of the business and how much cash it uses and generating. An income statement can be misleading because of any amount of non-cash expenses that may not really affect the overall business. And only the balance sheet
shows a snapshot of the Company at some point in time, without showing how the operations are actually performed. But whether the company has a healthy cash balance and generates significant cash flow indicates whether it is likely to be financially stable, and that's what the CF Statement will show. How do you value a private
company? Example answer: You can evaluate a private company with the same methods that you would use for a public company, but with some differences that make it more difficult. Financial information is likely to be harder to find and potentially less complete and less reliable. Second, you cannot use a direct market valuation for a
company that is not traded publicly. In addition, DCF can be problematic because a private company will not have beta shares to use in the WACC calculation. Finally, if you do a coms analysis using public companies, a 10-15% discount may be required as a 10-15% premium is paid for the relative liquidity of a public company. When
should a company issue equity rather than debt to finance its operations? An example of the answer: There are several reasons for issuing shares rather than debt. First, if a company believes that its share price is overvalued, the issue of shares can raise a lot of capital in relation to Property. Secondly, if the projects to be financed may
not generate predictable cash flows in the near future, the company would like to avoid the commitment of consistent coupon payments required to issue debt. The issue of shares is also a way to adjust the debt-to-capital ratio of a company's capital structure or monetize owners' investments. ... and hundreds of others, along with specific
trends of the company's Sample Fit Interview Issues What are you looking for in this work? Example answer: I go into this as an unprecedented learning experience. Everyone I've talked to in the industry tells me you'll learn all about the job. While my students have prepared me for business, I know that most of the skills I need will be
acquired at work. I understand the hours and workloads and I want to work incredibly hard to get a real world experience that is not available in any other profession at this stage of my career. I know that these skills will prepare me for everything I want to do later in my career. Why do you think you can put up with stress, pressure and
long hours of careers in finance? Example answer: I feel like I'm as ready as anyone else coming out of college to handle long hours. In fact, when you fold all the time I spent doing all my various activities, the school hours were almost as long. Every day I was at 7:30 for classes that ran from 8:15 to 1:00. After class, I would grab lunch
and then go to a golf practice that didn't get me back until 5am. Then I would grab dinner, and work in my room or library until I did, which usually wasn't until pretty late at night or in the morning. While I know it's not the same stress and time commitment as finances requires, I feel that my experience has left me well prepared. What is the
most intellectually challenging thing you've done? Case study: In my internship last year, I was responsible for aggregating data collected by my company and generalizing it with Microsoft Excel. When I started, the analysts in the team were aggregating, manually collecting all the data, applying formulas, etc. I had little experience with
VBA, and within a week, I learned to automate the whole process when new data became available. It was great that, as a summer intern, I was able to implement a system that still saves time. ... and hundreds of others, along with specific company trends... don't underestimate the importance of the right issues. Questions. wall street
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